Kitten's first tooth
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This is Cat and Kitten’s house.

Cat and Kitten are invited to a tea party – and it’s today!

They must hurry up and be on their way!
On the way to the tea party,
Kitten notices that something is
different in his mouth.
Kitten does not know what it is, so Cat takes a look.

“Oh it’s a new tooth” says Cat!

“Howlo tooth!”
Cat says “Our teeth are helpful to chew healthy foods and help us to have a bright smile when we keep them clean with toothbrush and tooth paste”

“More new teeth will grow soon” says Cat, but she cannot remember how many.

Cat wonders if there is someone Kitten can show his new tooth to?
Squirrel has been listening nearby and knows he can help.

Squirrel points to a signpost that will help Cat and Kitten.
Look, it’s Owl the dentist!

Cat explains to Owl about Kitten’s new tooth and Owl asks Cat and Kitten if they would like her to take a look inside Kitten’s mouth.

Owl knows a lot about teeth.
Mouse shines the shiny bright light in Kitten’s mouth and Owl looks at Kitten’s new tooth carefully with her mirror.

Kitten opens wide.
The new tooth is very happy, Owl and Mouse have been very nice to Kitten.
Owl explains to Cat and Kitten how to keep Kitten’s mouth clean so more new teeth will grow to be as healthy as this first one. She says Cat should help Kitten to brush his teeth every morning and every night and not eat sweet things at night time.

Owl is pleased with Cat and Kitten and tells them to come back and visit her soon.
Look, it’s the tea party!

All the animals are enjoying themselves, Kitten is very proud of his new tooth and shows everyone.
Kitten says he will brush his teeth tonight and Cat reminds him that she will help him to brush his teeth tonight and in the morning as well.

Cat is very happy that Owl and Mouse were so nice to Kitten, she will take him for a dental check up again soon.
Cat and Kitten are home from the tea party, Cat is standing behind Kitten helping him to brush his teeth.
Cat and Kitten are very tired now, 
goodnight Cat and Kitten!
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